Annex B: Case summaries
Case 1 Headline
The Child Support Agency (CSA) failed to clearly explain how a father’s child
maintenance arrears figures were arrived at, and the criteria for why these arrears
could not be written off.
Background
Mr D, the non-resident parent, became liable to pay child maintenance in 1999 for
two children. Due to various changes in Mr D’s circumstances throughout the
history of the claim, his liabilities were recalculated several times.
In July 2013 Mr and Mrs D (his new partner) complained, via their MP, that the CSA
had been unable to provide an accurate figure for the amount Mr D owed, leading
to financial difficulties, distress and hardship. Mr D also requested the arrears be
written off.
In November 2013 the CSA recalculated the amount Mr D owed again as a result of
the complaint, which lowered his arrears. The CSA confirmed though that this
would not be written off, as they would only do so in exceptional circumstances.
They stated their mistakes in calculating the arrears were due to a mixture of Mr D
not providing them with the information needed to assess how much he owed, and
errors on their part in handling the claim. This included not revising the amount
owed as a result of Mr D’s successful appeals to a first tier Tribunal. They
apologised for the failings on their part.
Mr and Mrs D made a further complaint to the CSA in September 2014, and were
offered a £100 consolatory payment. Mr and Mrs D then went to Independent Case
Examiner (ICE), who upheld their complaint and requested the CSA apologise,
provide a further breakdown of the amount Mr D owed and pay £100 in
compensation. They confirmed Mr D was still liable to pay the arrears. The CSA
complied with ICE’s findings.
What we found
After investigating, we partly upheld Mr and Mrs D’s complaint about the CSA. We
were unable to understand how the CSA had reached the arrears figures they
produced and found they were unable to explain why Mr D did not meet the
criteria to have his arrears written off. We did agree though, that while this was
unclear, Mr D was still by law obliged to pay this money back.
We recommended that within one month of our final report the CSA should
apologise for its failures in relation to calculating the arrears figures, and provide
a full explanation for why the arrears were not written off. We also recommended
within two months they provide a detailed breakdown to Mr D of the outstanding
arrears with full explanations of how these figures had been reached.
The CSA complied with our findings.
Mr and Mrs D also asked us to consider their complaint about ICE, as they
considered the amount offered in compensation was too low. Our investigation
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found ICE adequately addressed Mr and Mrs D’s concerns, and the amount offered
was appropriate. We therefore did not uphold this part of their complaint.
Case 2 Headline
A disabled woman’s needs were inadequately assessed through the Access to Work
scheme and her complaints were not addressed.
Background
In 2013 Ms A, who is partly deaf and has a speech impediment, complained that
Access to Work wrongly applied the funding rules to her case which meant her
funding was too low to pay for qualified British Sign Language (BSL) interpreters. In
2015 Access to Work reduced her support to eight hours per week of ‘job aide’
without explaining what that meant. Ms A said Access to Work’s actions made her
unable to do her job properly and she struggled to work to her full potential.
She wanted Access to Work to:
 give her ‘realistic’ support of at least 24 hours of interpreting support per
week to enable her to do her job;
 pay her outstanding invoices;
 improve its practices so it did not repeatedly request the same information;
and
 acknowledge that it had treated her unfairly over two years.
Between 2013 and 2016, through the Access to Work scheme, Ms A experienced
several changes in the financial support that she was awarded to support her in her
role as a domestic abuse outreach worker (e.g. BSL support and note-taking
support). This was despite there being increases in her job responsibility and
deteriorations in her health.
The nature of Mrs A’s work requires sign language support on an ad hoc basis,
often at short notice. Access to Work wrote to Ms A on 22 July 2013 awarding 70
hours per month of BSL interpreting support at a rate of £50 per hour for 1 May
2013 to 31 March 2015, though at several points the terms were changed and
reduced, with little explanation as to why.
On attempting to appeal the decision, Access to Work said awards were
discretionary so could not be appealed. On 14 July 2014, Ms A called Access to
Work saying she was chasing payment for November-December 2013 and Access to
Work had also not paid invoices for March, April, May and June 2014.
What we found
We fully upheld this complaint. We found that originally, when Access to Work
decided to award Ms A salaried support, it did not adequately assess her needs and
thus determine whether a salaried interpreter was feasible and appropriate. The
fixed figure did not take account of the level of her particular interpreting needs,
and the experience and expertise of interpreting support she required for her
particular role.
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We found that DWP failed to address her complaints and fully reconsider their
decisions. The way Access to Work communicated with Ms A about its decisions and
the support it awarded also amounted to maladministration.
When Access to Work awarded salaried funding, it gave Ms A no time to change her
way of working before the decision came into effect. Ms A’s speech impediment
was worsened by anxiety. We considered that Access to Work’s failings would have
had a significant impact on her given her health conditions.
Overall, from 2013 to 2016 we found that Access to Work’s decision making was
flawed and they did not fully assess Ms A’s needs or the evidence available to
them. We were satisfied that the decision Access to Work made in March 2017 was
correct and Ms A was at that point awarded with the correct amount of support.
We considered that between December 2013 and April 2015 Ms A did receive more
support than she was entitled to, ranging from 22 to 37 hours per week which is
more than the 15 hours support she was now being awarded.
We recommended that Access to Work apologise to Ms A and make a consolatory
payment for the injustices she suffered.
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